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Although I may (or may not) agree with what you state, Rood, there is no evidence of what Jake has written on THIS board to justify such a rather angry retort. It borders on flaming (it's certainly insulting) and I can't allow it.

Nevertheless, you raise some very good points about the allure of the exposed glans (especially as a reaction when coupled with sexual repression). Why don't you resubmit your post but not specifically aimed at Jake.

Rick -- moderator

> Speaking of "logical, honest evidence", Jake, isn't it time you
> provided the group with an honest, logical account of the end
> of circumcision and of the exposed glans penis which gripped
> imagination by the age of five; a deeply felt, erotic fascinate
> which today controls your every thought and action? Tell us
> it your admiration for another little boy's proud display of
> exposed glans after a recent circumcision which first caught
> attention, or was your imagination assaulted by an exhibition
> of the glans penis by an adult male.
>
> It had to be one or the other, but needless to say, the entire
> basis
>
> for your "honest" advocacy for male genital mutilation is an
> absurdity, or the contrary, it finds its entire locus deep
> within the twists and turns peculiar to your psychoanalytic
> and thus out of the reach of natural or scientific
> knowledge, try though you will your question of
> "studies" cannot conceal the fact that your
> entire work is based upon the contorted imagination
> of a curiously misguided child.

> It would be better if you faced the truth about
> yourself, otherwise everything you write is mere
> meant only to convince yourself that you have over-programs
> come the conflict between the rational and the
> traditional which lie hidden deep within deep
> within your mind and which threaten to
> fatally compromise your entire life.

Rood
Rood

--- In Circumcision-Or-Not@yahoogroups.com, Jake Waskett <jake@w...>
> wrote:
> > Hi Jack
> >
> > Quite the contrary. If one is offered logical, honest evid-
> > then one
> > *cannot* dismiss it.
> >
> > However, an atrocious survey performed without even a cont-
> > group, and
> > misrepresenting and distorting its own references, fails to
> > remotely approach
> > such standards. It is propaganda, pure and simple.
> >
> > Jake
> >
> > On Monday 28 November 2005 21:36, Jack Santoro wrote:
> > > Jake, isn't it strange how one can dismiss anything that
> > > one doesn't agree with as "propaganda?"
> > >
> > > Jack
> > >
> > > --- In Circumcision-Or-Not@yahoogroups.com, Jake Waskett
> > <jake@w...>
> > > wrote:
> > > > Regardless of whether you believe the propaganda you (the
> > >
> > > study
> > > > > controlled for differences in sexual behaviour.
> > > >
> > > > > On Monday 14 November 2005 23:38, gregjarvis@a...
> > > > > The study is further flawed because circumcised men
> > > (according
> > >
> > > > to other
> > >
> > > > > > studies-- LOL) tend to be more promiscuous than the
> > > guys.
> > >
> > > They
> > >
> > > > tend to be into stranger sexual practices, more int-
> > >
> > >
> > > > and
> > >
> > > > > violently (oh, and v:
> > > >
> > > > > thrusting
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > reports
> > >
> > >
> > > > compensate for
diminished sexual response with either compulsive sex behaviors [19] or
desensitized glans and the absence of the fine-touch receptors [21,22] and ero
genous mobility of the prepuce may necessitate inordinate stimulation of
residual penile nerve endings to achieve pleasure or orgasm.
Numerous respondents described needing to resort to extraordinarily violent,
thrusting during intercourse, with some respondents their wives)
reporting genital dryness, abrasion, pain and bleeding.
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